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Beyond Sight Words Activities - V

   Activities included:
   • Bingo – instant word recognition
   • Sight word sentences to illustrate – comprehension enrichment
   • Fill in the blank with a sight word – for comprehension
   • Sound manipulation or word morph – for phonemic awareness
   • Word wall games – to practice higher level thinking, comprehension, opposites, synonyms, etc.
   • Making words tactilely – phonics: to study the structure of words including more complex sound spellings
   • Assessment – for measuring accuracy and reading fluency 
   • Plain word wall words to coincide with the SnapWords® studied
   • Tracking charts to record each student’s progress
   • Certificates of achievement    

Activities to help children:
• study 62 sight words (Dolch & more)
• learn to use the word correctly

• learn hundreds of related words
• learn to write the words by heart

• analyze the words
• find words with similar spelling patterns

• combine words to make sentences

After all, reading is so much more 
than sight word recognition!

by Sarah Major
the right-brained teacher

A Companion to SnapWords® V
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of this License. Unauthorized use, reproduction, copying, sharing, sale, transfer or distribution of Child1st Products is 
prohibited.

1. Limited Use License. Child1st Products may be used by Permitted Users only. A “Permitted User” is (a) an individual who 
has purchased one or more Child1st Products. Licensor hereby grants each Permitted User a limited, non-exclusive license 
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only, in case the original file is lost or damaged. Aside from the Archival Copy, Users may not duplicate, copy, photocopy, 
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hard copies of Child1st Products and (b) removing all Child1st Products from the User’s computer(s), electronic devices 
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Products constitutes the User’s renewed agreement to be bound and abide by this License. Licensor reserves the sole 
discretion to terminate this License with respect to any User(s) who fail to comply with the terms and conditions of this 
License (“Breaching Users”). Breaching Users must destroy their copies of Child1st Products and remove Child1st Products 
from their computer(s), electronic devices and backup drive(s) immediately upon receipt of notice that Licensor has 
terminated their License to use the Child1st Products.
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HOW TO USE THIS RESOURCE
The color of this unit is ORANGE to coordinate with our SnapWords® List V salamander theme. The SnapWords® covered 

in this unit provide the basis for all the word studies in this Beyond Sight Words Level.

• You will have already purchased SnapWords® List V. Display all of the words from one Section at a time. 

• Teach the words, referring to the Teaching Notes as needed (see Table of Contents). ** As you write the additional 

words listed in the teaching notes, write them in a column so that the spellings they have in common form a pattern.

• As the children show instant word recognition using the picture side of the cards, turn the card over and show the plain 

font version of the word. I would recommend switching one word at a time rather than changing all the words at once. 

This will ensure the children are comfortable and confident.

• Once the children can read the plain words pretty well, move to the word recognition games.

• Next, complete the comprehension activities.

• The phonemic awareness activities can be done more than once. Keep in mind that very visual, right-brained learners 

will not do as well with word segmentation and other activities because these children tend to be stronger in whole word 

activities, so please don’t stress over this part! Do encourage children to listen to the sounds they hear in the words.

• Branch out into the word wall games.

• Finally, use the writing prompts to provide an opportunity for the children to use the words they have learned in a 

meaningful way.

• Optionally, conduct a scavenger hunt for the words in newspapers, books or magazines so children will see how 

frequently their words appear in “real print!” Relevancy is super important to right-brained learners.

• Use the reading assessment piece to check the students individually on their ability to read the words they have 

learned within a context of a sentence. You may time them as you wish and record number of 

correct words. This is also a great opportunity to pay attention to each child’s reading habits, his or her areas of strength, 

where he or she stumbles, and to highlight exactly what each child needs to have strengthened.

• Use the tracking chart to record the words and skills learned by each child. I kept my assessment sheet and charts on a 

clipboard so I could grab them at random times and quickly assess a child.

• The tracking chart could be used as desired to share their child’s progress with parents.

• Print out and award certificates as each child successfully completes this unit of work!
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Here is the skinny on each level:
Beyond Sight Words Activities V, Section 1 teaches SnapWords® “ADD, CAN’T, FELL, FIX, HIT, KEPT, LOST, MISS, 

QUIT, REST, SHOT, WIN” and many words related by word family or sound spelling. Sound spelling in this section are sim-

ply double letters DD, LL, SS. Word families in this section include: --ELL, -IX, -IT, -ISS, -EPT.

Beyond Sight Words Activities V, Section 2 teaches SnapWords® “BEGIN, BEING, BROKE, FEEL, FORGET, GRADE, 

HEAR, KILLED, MIND, SEEN, STAY, STUDY,” and many words related by word family or sound spelling. Sound spellings in 

this section include O-E, EE, A-D, EA, AY. Word families in this section include: -OKE, -ADE, -EAR, -IND, -EEN. 

Beyond Sight Words Activities V, Section 3 teaches SnapWords® “CARE, CATCH, DIED, FORM, MOVE, SPEAK, 

SPEND, STOOD, TALK, TEACH, WASN’T, WATCH, WOKE,” and many words related by word family or sound spelling. Sound 

spellings in this section include ARE /AIR/, TCH /CH/, IE, OR, O /OO/, EA /long E/, OO. Word families in this section 

include: -ARE, -TCH, -IED, -ORM, -OVE, -EAK, -END, -OOD, -ALK, -EACH, -OKE.

Beyond Sight Words Activities V, Section 4 teaches SnapWords® “BECAME, BECOME, FIGHT, FINISH, FOLLOW, 

KNEW, LEARN, LISTEN, THROW, TRAVEL, TRIED, WORRY,” and many words related by word family or sound spelling. 

Sound spellings in this section include A-E, IGH, OW /OH/, EW, KN, EAR /ER/, ST /S/, EL /L/, IE /long i/. Word families in 

this section include: -AME, -IGHT, -ISH, -OW, -EW, -EL, -IED, -RRY.

Beyond Sight Words Activities V, Section 5 teaches SnapWords® “ANSWER, BELIEVE, BROUGHT, BUILD, CAUGHT, 

CHANGE, COMPLETE, COULDN’T, EXPLAIN, ORGANIZE, SUCCEED, UNDERSTAND, WOULDN’T,” and many words related 

by word family or sound spelling. Sound spellings in this section include SW /S/, IE /long e/, OUGH /short o/, UI /short i/, 

AUGH /short o/, OUL /oo/, AI, CC /KS/, EE, ER. Word families in this section include: -EVE, -ANGE, - ETE, -AIN, -IZE, -EED, 

AND.

SKILLS
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HOW TO TEACH “ADD”

Show the children the SnapWord® card for ADD. Study the picture together and ask the children to comment on what 
they see. In this picture, two children who look just alike (d and d) are going to ADD apples to the basket of apples they 
already picked. This explanation also conveys the meaning of the math term “add.” The only spelling in this word is the 
final double d.

Follow the routine next: Do the body motion from the back of the card, read the sentence, close eyes and do 
visualization (“see” the word in your mind), and practice writing the word on whiteboards.

Write ADD on your whiteboard. There are many words that end in AD, but not that end in ADD, so we can’t really make a 
word family for this word. Here are some words that begin with ADD: “adding, addict, addend, adder, addle, address.”

Children will make up a sentence they like, and then write and illustrate it. Ex: “I will add my apples to yours.”

add

HOW TO TEACH “CAN’T”

Show the children the SnapWord® card for CAN’T. Study the picture together and ask the children to comment on what 
they see. This picture shows how contractions are made: some letters get “kicked out” of the word and the apostrophe 
takes the place of the letters that are now missing. CAN’T is made of CAN and NOT, but when the n and the o are kicked 
out, the t moves over to stand beside the CAN. The apostrophe is the little black boot that kicked out the letters. Now it 
is in the spot where the letters used to be.

Follow the routine next: Body motion, sentence, visualization, and writing.

Write CAN’T on your whiteboard and add other “not” contractions: “isn’t, aren’t, wasn’t, weren’t, haven’t, hasn’t, 
hadn’t, won’t, wouldn’t, don’t, doesn’t, didn’t, couldn’t, shouldn’t.”

Children will make up a sentence they like, and then write and illustrate it. Ex: “I said that I can’t and I won’t!” 

** In this section of the Lessons, always write the words in a column so children will be able to see the sound spelling the 
words have in common.

can’t

HOW TO TEACH “FELL”

Show the children the SnapWord® card for FELL. Study the picture together and ask the children to comment on what 
they see.  Oh my goodness! One of the girls (the last l) just FELL over onto the ground. Do you imagine it is because she 
was wearing pink high heels in the dirt? Maybe she lost her balance. FELL is a simple word with the only spelling to note 
is the double L.

Follow the routine next: Body motion, sentence, visualization, and writing.

Write FELL on your whiteboard and add: “bell, cell, dell, dwell, jell, knell, sell, tell, well, yell, quell, shell, smell, spell, 
swell.”

** In this section of the Lessons, always write the words in a column so children will be able to see the sound spelling the 
words have in common.

Sample sentences: “We did yell when it fell.” OR “It fell in the cell by the bell.”

fell
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HOW TO TEACH “FIX”

Show the children the SnapWord® card for FIX. Study the picture together and ask the children to comment on what they 
see. Two children are working together to fix a post (the letter i) that is loose and wobbling in its hole. The girl has the 
post in her hand while the boy holds the dot. I hope this works out!

Follow the routine next: Body motion, sentence, visualization, and writing.

Write FIX on your whiteboard and add: “mix, six, pix, nix, calix, helix, suffix.”

Children will make up a sentence they like, and then write and illustrate it. Ex: “I will fix the six pix.” OR “Fix the suffix on 
that word, please.”

fix

HOW TO TEACH “HIT”

Show the children the SnapWord® card for HIT. Study the picture together and ask the children to comment on what they 
see. Two boys are playing t ball. It looks like Frank is up to bat. His friend is hiding his eyes. Why do you think he’s doing 
that? Do you think maybe he’s standing too close?
 
Follow the routine next: Body motion, sentence, visualization, and writing.

Write HIT on your whiteboard and add (in a column): “bit, fit, kit, knit, lit, pit, quit, sit, wit, flit, grit, skit, slit, spit, split, 
twit.”

Children will make up a sentence they like, and then write and illustrate it. Ex: “He will hit while I sit.” OR “In the skit, I hit 
the ball into a pit and my bat split!”

hit

HOW TO TEACH “KEPT”

Show the children the SnapWord® card for KEPT. Study the picture together and ask the children to comment on what 
they see. This picture is funny. Harry thinks it is very cool to hold up his arm and his leg. His two friends were amazed at 
how long he KEPT them up in the air. The only slightly tricky part about this word is that there are two consonants at the 
end: p and t. As you sound out KEPT, make sure the children are sounding both consonants, especially as they write the 
word.

Follow the routine next: Body motion, sentence, visualization, and writing.

Write KEPT on your whiteboard and add in a column: “wept, crept, slept, swept.”

Children will make up a sentence they like, and then write and illustrate it. Ex: “He swept while I slept.” OR “I kept going 
as he swept.”

kept


